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Introducing Nativization to Spanish TTS Systems

Tatyana Polyákova, Antonio Bonafonte

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,
Signal Theory Department and Communications

Jordi Girona 1-3,
08034, Barcelona, Spain

Abstract

In the modern world, speech technologies must be flexible andadaptable to any framework. Mass media glob-

alization introduces multilingualism as a challenge for the most popular speech applications such as text-to-speech

synthesis and automatic speech recognition. Mixed-language texts vary in their nature and when processed, some es-

sential characteristics must be considered. In Spain and other Spanish-speaking countries, the use of Anglicisms and

other words of foreign origin is constantly growing. A particularity of peninsular Spanish is that there is a tendency to

nativize the pronunciation of non-Spanish words so that they fit properly into Spanish phonetic patterns. In our previ-

ous work, we proposed to use hand-crafted nativization tables that were capable of nativizing correctly 24% of words

from the test data. In this work, our goal was to approach the nativization challenge by data-driven methods, because

they are transferable to other languages and do not drop in performance in comparison with explicit rules manually

written by experts. Training and test corpora for nativization consisted of 1000 and 100 words respectively and were

crafted manually. Different specifications of nativization by analogy and learning from errors focused on finding the

best nativized pronunciation of foreign words. The best obtained objective nativization results showed an improve-

ment from 24% to 64% in word accuracy in comparison to our previous work. Furthermore, a subjective evaluation of

the synthesized speech allowed for the conclusion that nativization by analogy is clearly the preferred method among

listeners of different backgrounds when comparing to previously proposed methods. These results were quite encour-

aging and proved that even a small training corpus is sufficient for achieving significant improvements in naturalness

for English inclusions of variable length in Spanish utterances.

Keywords: Nativization, pronunciation by analogy, multilingual TTS, grapheme-to-phoneme conversion,

phoneme-to-phoneme conversion

1. Introduction

Spain is a country of a remarkable linguistic patrimony, which is a cultural treasure but also represents an additional

challenge in terms of speech technologies. In the frameworkof the rapidly expanding field of applications the speech
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tools must be adapted to the multilingual scope allowing a higher level of flexibility and answering the needs of

modern users. Currently in Spain, hearing proper names fromall over the world has become commonplace. Text-to-

speech synthesis finds many important applications in the emerging market of speech technologies. Voices that can

embrace more than one language are highly demanded in the eraof mass media globalization. We wish to assign the

termnativizationto the pronunciation adaptation process.

To maintain an up-to-date synthesizer, we need an ultimate automatic method for the derivation of the nativized

pronunciation. The final goal of nativization is to be able toproduce highly intelligible synthesized speech that would

be well accepted by native speakers of Spanish with some knowledge of English as well fluent English speakers.

Previously in Polyákova and Bonafonte (2008a), we used a table-based method for nativization of foreign words

in Spanish that produced significant improvements in comparison with the results obtained by applying a Spanish

grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) converter to pronounce Englishwords. The nativization process can be compared to

the task of G2P conversion for out-of-vocabulary words. Pronunciation by analogy, previously used in Marchand and

Damper (2000) and Polyákova and Bonafonte (2009), proved tobe one of the most efficient methods for G2P tasks.

Other data-driven techniques have also produced good results (see for instance Taylor, 2005; Bellegarda, 2005; Bisani

and Ney, 2008).

We believe that analogy between the nativized pronunciation and the original pronunciation can be inferred in an

even more reliable and simple way because nativization of English words in Spanish is an easier task than finding the

pronunciation of unknown English words. In fact, all human attempts to nativize foreign words depend on the analogy

between known and unknown words. Transformation-based learning method can be applied to improve the results

obtained by other methods and can easily combine different information sources. Very few databases containing

non-native pronunciation are available, while the nativization corpora are simply non-existent. The rest of the paper

is organized as follows: in Section 2 we further discuss the issues that arise when foreign words enter a language.

In Section 3, we review the multilingual G2P conversion system. In Section 4 we explain the differences between

English and Spanish phonetic systems. In Section 5 we describe the corpora creation for training and evaluation of

the proposed automatic nativization system which is described in Section 6. Section 7 gives a detailed summary of

the experimental results. The subjective evaluation is given in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and

addresses future directions of study.

2. Issues with pronunciation of foreign words in a language

Every language receives a constant incoming flow of new words. In addition to the obvious acquisition of neolo-

gisms during morphological and semantic word formation, many new words enter the current language from foreign

languages (Real Academia Española, 1992). There are several ways that words of foreign origin can become incor-

porated into a receptor language. On many occasions words are translated through semantic borrowing or calque,

e.g.,computer mouseto ratón, or weekendto fin de semana. Another source of foreign-derived neologisms is lexical
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borrowing where the lexical form and the semantic meaning are adopted directly from the donor language. This form

of borrowing implies adaptation of the pronunciation of thenew word to the receptor language and almost always that

of the orthographic form as well. For example:football to fútbol; whiskeyto güisqui; scannerto escáner. This adap-

tation has two steps. In the first step, the pronunciation is altered to imitate the pronunciation of the language of origin

in regards to the limitations of the phonological system of the receptor language. Then, after the word has been used

frequently in everyday life, it loses its original foreign form and its orthography is transformed according to the pro-

nunciation of the receptor language, which is Spanish in ourcase (see Real Academia Española, 1992). Usually, this

involves deletion of the unpronounced consonants, one of the double consonants, the unpronounced finale, or other

changes. The lexical stress presents an even bigger challenge than the orthographic representation. In English, the

stress position is quite irregular. As a matter of fact, manywords have primary and secondary stresses that sometimes

makes the auditive recognition of where they should be placed an issue, especially for non-native speakers. Due to

these factors and also to the receptor language accentuation patterns the stress in the assimilated word does not always

match its original position. For example, the pronunciation of the French wordélite [e "l i t℄ in Spanish varies from

["e l i t e℄ to [e "l i t e℄. Phonetic representations are given in IPA (Handbook, 1999) throughout the document. Please

note that the notation/ / is used to indicate the phonemic transcription, and [ ] to indicate allophonic and nativized

transcriptions. The apostrophe indicates the stressed syllable. In the first case, the stress is shifted as the consequence

of the Spanish interpretation of the French graphic accent (which is used to designate if the vowel is open or closed);

the second pronunciation, however, is also accepted by RealAcademia Española (1992). Every language has its own

accentuation patterns and specific characters that cannot be copied to the new language. This is one of the reasons

why it is such a delicate matter to decide the best graphic representation and pronunciation for the new word. In this

work, we focus on pronouncing English words in Spanish, before they undergo any graphic assimilation, in the scope

of multilingual texts.

2.1. Mixed-language texts

Texts written in several languages present a rapidly spreading phenomenon that should not be ignored when

talking about high quality speech applications. Worldwideglobalization is responsible for an entirely new form of

multilingualism in all types of communications resources.Types of mixed-language inclusions vary from word parts

to entire sentences. Pfister and Romsdorfer (2003) classifyforeign language inclusions into three classes:

1. words containing a foreign stem but following receptor language morphology

2. full words following foreign morphology that do not always agree syntactically

3. syntactically correct sentence chunks

Single foreign words or phrases such as movie titles and proper names already present language identification and pro-

nunciation issues, while more complex language mix-ups that can be found in chats, forums, and other sources make

the disambiguation even more problematic. Multilingual texts vary in their nature and their degree of multilingualism
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depending on the document source. For example, text extracted from a newspaper obeys the strict style determined

by the editor, which dictates whether and how the foreign words should be used and when they should be translated

to the official language of the issue. Peoples’ names and geographicalnames would be the only inevitable foreign

words in this case. Some popular free of charge newspapers, such as internationalMetro and European20 minutes,

are usually not very restrictive in their use of foreign terms; there are numerous foreign words and phrases in articles

on culture and entertainment events. However, texts originating from sources such as blogs, online forums, emails,

and short messages reach the highest degree of multilingualism. In such texts, orthographic errors are abundant and

unusual abbreviations are frequent, making the search for the correct pronunciation rather challenging.

2.2. Information sources

We can obtain information about correct foreign word pronunciation from different sources. For instance, the

book of stylesused by the television channels and radio stations provide ageneral idea of how different foreign words

should be adapted to the official language (see for instance Llorente and Díaz Salgado, 2004). This book is consistent,

and although it does not give enough detail on the nativization of foreign words in all cases, it sets the main guidelines

to follow. The tendencies for the pronunciation of frequently used words are rather clearly defined, yet the degree

of multilingualism for spoken programs is considerably inferior to that of written texts. Usually, the only foreign

words that appear during a news flash are the well-known proper names and orthographically assimilated foreign

words. Nonetheless, to synthesize high quality intelligible speech from multilingual texts, it is necessary to be able

to pronounce any new word that one may encounter. The criteria to be applied for nativization should depend on

the frequency of use of the word in the language and the targetaudience. Unfortunately, only a small percentage of

Spanish TV viewers are fluent in English (Education First, 2011).

2.3. Phoneset extension

A phoneset or phoneme inventory is a set of symbols that defines the sounds of a language. Extension of the

phoneset phenomenon occurs more often in bilingual communities or in cases when a speaker is at least bilingual;

however, it is impossible to study foreign word pronunciation on the level of the individual. In bilingual societies, itis

much easier to observe general tendencies. Spain has five officially bilingual autonomic regions: Catalonia, Valencian

Community, Balearic islands, Basque country, and Galicia.English phonemes/S/, /z/, /Z/, /�/, /�/, and/N/ (as

a phoneme but not as an allophone) are absent from Spanish butexist in Catalan; others exist in Galician. English

dental fricative/D/, for example, finds its analog only in Basque. Better coverage of the English phoneset allows

speakers from these autonomous regions to use all the soundsfrom their phonemic inventory in addition to Spanish

sounds, bringing their pronunciations of English words closer to the actual English pronunciations.

In the particular case of Catalan, the phenomenon of nativization of foreign words also takes place; the Catalan

phoneset as mentioned previously is much closer to English compared to that for Spanish. Therefore, nativization

has to cope mostly with the adaptation of vowel pronunciations. It is curious to note that Spanish words in Catalan
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are pronounced using the regular Spanish phoneset, due to the fact that the majority of Catalan speakers are perfectly

fluent in Spanish. An example of the latter is the pronunciation of Spanish nameJorgein Catalan being["x o R x e℄

and not["� o R � �℄ as Catalan phonetics would stipulate. The phoneme/x/ is absent from Catalan, but is used for

Spanish words.

2.4. Previous approaches to nativization

When dealing with a variety of foreign words, the problem of language identification certainly arises. In Font Llitjos

and Black (2001), ann-gram based technique for identification of the language of proper names is described. The

same method can be used for common words. The main goal in FontLlitjos and Black (2001) was to find the cor-

rect pronunciation of the proper names from the viewpoint ofAmerican English pronunciation, or in other words, to

Americanize them. In fact, the problem described by Font Llitjos and Black is similar to the one that we are attempt-

ing to solve for Spanish, with the goal of extending it to all types of foreign inclusions. An example of a problem

similar to nativization is the development of a cross-language synthesizer described in Black and Lenzo (2004). A

Basque synthesizer was developed using an existing diphoneSpanish synthesizer. The resulting voice was Spanish

accented and sounded like one of the many speakers of Basque whose native language is Spanish. The phonemes

in Basque were mapped to the phonemes in the available language (Spanish). Even if the mapping was imperfect,

it maintained the vowel-consonant relationships across the languages. This type of mapping can only make sense if

there is a significant percentage of phoneme overlap betweenlanguages. Spanish and Chinese, for example, do not

share enough phonemes for this type of mapping.

In Pfister and Romsdorfer (2003), the language identification issue was approached with a text analyzer. The text

analysis was decomposed in two steps: a set of monolingual text analyzers was elaborated with their own lexica and

grammar; and then for each pair of languages{Li , L j} an inclusion grammar defined which elements of the languageL j

were allowed as foreign inclusions in the languageLi . This work solved the problem regarding the use of German in

Switzerland where there is a tendency to pronounce foreign words or even word parts according to the donor language

phonetics. Moreover, the text analyzer provided precise word and morpheme language identification for this narrow

problem. The pronunciation of foreign proper names has alsobeen addressed for the case of English and German

names in Swedish (Lindström, 2004), but once again, the authors determined that Swedish speakers extended both

their phonemic inventories and their phonotactics when pronouncing foreign names. Of course, the intelligibility of

such names does not only depend on the speakers but also on thelisteners and their linguistic and cultural backgrounds.

On the other hand, for both English and European Spanish languages there is a clear tendency to adapt foreign proper

name pronunciation to the phonetics of the receptor language. Indeed, in the two languages, and especially in Spanish,

due to the smaller coverage of its phoneset, it would sound very unnatural to have foreign sounding inclusions. The

nativization issue was mentioned and the factors influencing nativized pronunciations were analyzed in the framework

of the Onomastica project dedicated to the creation of a multilingual lexicon (Trancoso, 1995). Later, a rule-based

approach was applied to the derivation of alternative pronunciations with different degrees of nativization; both full
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and null knowledge of foreign language were considered for this purpose. These alternatives were used in voice-

controlled navigation system queries for German and French(Trancoso et al., 1999). In French, as in Spanish, foreign

words and proper names are nativized to French pronunciation and the phonemes are restricted to the French inventory.

However, the lexical accent is placed on the last syllable in99% of the cases as French pronunciation would suggest.

The nativization phenomenon is very common for monolingualregions of European countries. In bilingual regions

as well as in countries with significant English-speaking influence such as Sweden or Switzerland, tendencies for

phoneset extension and closer proximity to foreign pronunciations can be observed (Trancoso et al., 1999; Pfister and

Romsdorfer, 2003; Lindström, 2004; Polyákova and Bonafonte, 2008a).

Nevertheless, the problem of foreign word nativization is relatively new to speech synthesis researchers. The

multilingualism problem in general has been given much moreattention in the framework of automatic speech recog-

nition (Trancoso et al., 1999; Van den Heuvel et al., 2009), where non-native and dialect variations are reported to

be the cause of a great number of recognition errors. In synthesis, when dealing with the problem of non-standard

pronunciations, we can divide it into two components: foreign pronunciation of native words or non-native speech,

and native pronunciation of foreign words. The first component of the problem is highly variable, given the large

number of different accents and corresponding phonesets. Moreover, foreign pronunciations hardly obey any regular

pattern because they comprise pronunciation, intonation,and semantic and word-morphing errors, whereas, native

or nativized pronunciation of foreign words follows traceable patterns. Prosody, intonation, speech rate, and other

components, are defined by the phonetics of the receptor language, and only the pronunciation is influenced by the

donor language. Several social linguistic conventions based on the frequency of use of a particular word and its degree

of phonetic assimilation in the receptor language help to define pronunciation adaptation criteria. In this work, we

strive for a balance between an acceptable pronunciation for a native Spanish speaker and correct pronunciation from

the point of view of English pronunciation.

3. Overview of a multilingual grapheme-to-phoneme system

For more accurate multilingual grapheme-to-phoneme conversion knowing the language of each word in the text

can be rather helpful. However, it is also important to have atool capable of efficiently determining the language of

the paragraph in mixed-language texts extracted from newspapers, online forums, emails, scientific articles, technical

support manuals, web pages, and other sources where the language can suddenly change. Our multilingual G2P

conversion system is configured to determine the language ofthe paragraph and then of each isolated word in that

paragraph. By defining correctly the source and the target languages for nativization the synthesis quality can be

improved considerably. For clarity of definitions, we will use the termsource languageto define the language of

origin of a foreign word and the termtarget languageto indicate the language to which that foreign word should

be adapted. In this paper, we assumed that all foreign words are labeled with their source language (English) and

the paragraph language is always set to Spanish. Some results on identification of the language of the paragraph and
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Figure 1: Scheme of a multilingual G2P system.

isolated words were reported in our previous work (Polyákova and Bonafonte, 2008a). Figure 1 shows our nativization

system, where each foreign word had been assigned a special label, ; the default language of the system is or target

language.

Our pronunciation module consists of system dictionaries in several languages and corresponding language-

specific grapheme-to-phoneme converters. The pronunciation is sought separately for every isolated word. In the

post-processing, some phonotactic rules are applied to improve the naturalness of the synthesized speech. The first

step is to determine whether the word in question is found in the system dictionary of the target language. If this

occurs, that pronunciation is validated. It is important toemphasize that if a foreign word is found in the target lan-

guage dictionary, we consider that it is already nativized.That is why there is no need to check the language before

the first step. If the word is not in the target language dictionary, the next step is to determine if its language of

origin is different from the target language (does it have an F_LANG label?). If no label is found, the pronunciation

is derived using the automatic transcription system for thetarget language. For the words identified as foreign, the

search continues in the corresponding source language dictionary. Before validating the pronunciation, if it is foundin

the dictionary, the nativization phoneme-to-phoneme converter is applied to the source. The output of the nativization

module is the nativized pronunciation adapted to the targetlanguage. In the last case, if the word is also absent from

the source language dictionary, its pronunciation is derived using the automatic transcription system for the source

language, after which nativization is applied before validating the pronunciation.
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4. Spanish phonetics vs. English phonetics

There are numerous phonetic differences between English and Spanish. We sought to examine consonants and

vowels separately. The discrepancy between consonants andtheir orthographic representation in English is less sig-

nificant than in the case of vowels.

Peninsular Spanish lacks English consonants such as/S/, /v/ /D/, /�/, /Z/, /z/ and/N/, and Latin Spanish

also lacks the unvoiced/T/. Bear et al. (2003), Yavas (2006) and Raynolds and Uhry (2009) reported that the most

common substitutions for the missing consonant sounds in English by native Spanish speakers are:/T/→/t/, /f/

(e.g.,thin/tin, bath/baf), /D/→/d/ (e.g.,they/day, lather/ladder), /v/→/b/ (e.g.,vote/boat), /z/→/s/ (e.g.,zip/sip,

prize/price), /S/→/Ù/,/s/ (e.g.,shop/chop, wash/watch, she/see), /�/→/Ù/ (e.g.,jeep/cheap), and/N/→/n/ (e.g.,

hanged/hand, sung/sun). In both English and Spanish phoneme repertoires, we find unvoiced stop consonants/p/,

/t/, and/k/ and voiced/b/, /d/, and/g/. However, they have significant differences at the time of articulation.

In English, voiced stop consonants/b/, /d/, and/g/ present loss of voicing during their production. In Spanish,

however,/b/, /d/, and/g/ are fully voiced because voicing begins before the start of the vowel. In English, there is

a small delay after unvoiced stop consonants/p/, /t/, and/k/ before the following vowel in stressed syllable-initial

positions that is known as aspiration. Spanish stop consonants, on the contrary, are not aspirated. The phoneme/p/ in

the Spanish wordpesossounds more like/b/ in the English wordbasisthan/p/ in paces(Ladefoged, 2003), although

this particular difference was not considered in the present work. English has two different phonemes to represent the

lettersb andv, /b/ and/v/, respectively. Spanish also contains these letters, however, they are pronounced either with

a bilabial approximant sound[B℄ or a stop/b/ that occurs at the beginning of the word. No labiodental/v/ is produced

(Hammond, 2001). The English phoneme/N/ finds its twin in the Spanish velar nasal allophone[N℄ occurring before

velar consonants in words or at word boundaries, e.g.,increíbleor un gato. English alveolar-voiced fricative/z/ also

exists in Spanish only as an allophone[z℄ occurring at the end of a syllable before a voiced consonant,e.g.,abismo,

desdén. English dental fricative/D/, is similar to Spanish dental appoximant[D℄ that occurs inside a word when it is

not preceded by nasals/m/,/n/, lateral alveolar/l/ or a pause.

English and Spanish vowels are quite different. Spanish has 5 pure vowels while American English has 11 pure

vowel sounds. Vowel transcription in English presents a special difficulty due to its deep orthography. For consonants,

the length of the preceding vowel contains important information that helps to distinguish voiced consonants from

unvoiced stop consonants at the end of a word; this is crucialfor making distinctions between words. In Spanish,

vowel length is not as variable and these small differences do not cause semantic changes (Fox et al., 1995). Thelist

of Spanish and American English pure vowels is given in Table1.

Native speakers of Spanish usually have trouble in perceiving and producing the variety of English vowels. For

example, no distinctions are made betweenship/sheepor fool/full. Besides, Spanish speakers tend to prefix English

words beginning withs− consonant cluster with an/e/ sound, so thatschoolbecomes[e s "k u l℄. Furthermore,

some sound swallowing is typical when three or more consonants occur together, as innext ["n e k s℄ (Swan and
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IPA symbol Description Example

/i/ close front pico/"p i k o/

/e/ mid front-central pero/"p e R o/

/o/ mid back-central toro /"t o R o/

/u/ close back duro/"d u R o/

/a/ open central valle/"b a L e/

(a) Spanish (Conde, 2001)

IPA symbol Description Example

/i/ close front tree/"t r i/

/I/ near-close front rich /"r I Ù/

/ei/ close-mid front cake/"k ei k/

/E/ open front bed/"b E d/

/æ/ near-open front had/"h æ d/

/u/ close back lose/"l u z/

/U/ near-close back put /"p U t/

/oU/ close-mid back home/"h oU m/

/O/ open-mid back pause/"p O z/

/V/ open-mid back cut /"k V t/

/A/ near-open mid back dot /"d A t/

(b) American English (Wells, 1982)

Table 1: Pure vowels in Spanish and American English.

Smith, 2001). These are the main observations that helped usto define the nativization criteria detailed in Section 5.3.

5. Nativization database creation

In this section, we describe the nativization lexicon created for training and evaluation of nativization methods.

Rule-based approaches to phonemization require significant linguistic engineering, and they are always language-

dependent, thus lacking flexibility. Data-driven approaches were proven to be more efficient than those based on the

explicit linguistic modeling and they are undoubtedly superior in adaptability (van den Bosch and Daelemans, 1993).

The main purpose of this work was to train a nativization model capable of converting English pronunciation to na-

tivized Spanish. Data-driven techniques require trainingcorpora, so a need for nativization training was apparent. For

typical G2P conversion tasks, large pronunciation corporaof 100,000 words and their corresponding pronunciations

are available. Since we did not find any existing nativization database, we chose to create a minimalistic corpus that

would not require hiring a highly qualified expert in linguistics.

5.1. Training data

For our task, due to the reduced sized of the training lexiconor TrainingSet, it was necessary to have it ortho-

graphically balanced. A greedy corpus-balancing tool was used for selecting words to be nativized from the available
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LC-STAR dictionary of American English (Hartikainen et al., 2003) with more than 50,000 entries, previously used

by the authors in G2P conversion experiments (Polyákova andBonafonte, 2009). To have all possible letter bi-grams

in the corpus, we selected 1000 words. The original English transcriptions of these words were manually nativized

according to the criteria described in 5.3. It is necessary to emphasize that the phoneme inventory used for nativization

was limited to the Spanish phoneset including three allophones[N℄, [D℄ and[z℄. The proportion of rare words in the

resulting corpus was noticeable; however, a few non-English words were removed because their pronunciations did

not obey English phonetics. Therefore, their presence in the nativization corpus could have introduced additional am-

biguity. The TrainingSet consisted exclusively of common words. They were manually aligned during the nativization

process.

5.2. Test data

To evaluate the nativization methods a test corpus was required. A specific test corpus was created in order to

keep the full coverage of the TrainingSet. The test data was divided into two sets. The main one, namedCommonSet,

consisted of common words only. The words selected for CommonSet from the available online free daily newspaper

www.20minutos.es, were rather frequently used common words. Such a choice wasmotivated by the fact that the

nativized pronunciation of the frequently used words is less ambiguous than that of the rare ones. In addition to

the common words, it was interesting to evaluate the nativization algorithm on a set of frequently used people’s

names. Therefore a secondary evaluation set was defined.ProperSetcontained people’s names of English origin. The

database entries for ProperSet were also collected from free online sources. None of the test words were present in

the training lexicon. Both CommonSet and ProperSet contained 100 words each.

5.3. Nativization criteria and examples

In this work, we attempted to find a meeting point between a totally incorrect pronunciations of English words

by Spanish speakers unfamiliar with English phonetics and almost correct pronunciations by those who are fluent in

English. Since the goal of this project was to improve both naturalness and intelligibility of the synthesized speech,

nativization was oriented on general Spanish-speaking auditory conventions. Nonetheless, the evaluation of the syn-

thesized speech is a difficult task because its quality can be only defined by a listenerand it varies from one listener

to another (Black and Lenzo, 2004). With that goal TrainingSet, CommonSet and ProperSet were nativized using

the criteria described further in this section. These criteria were based on the principles described in Llorente and

Díaz Salgado (2004), however it was necessary to extend themto be able to transcribe the entire corpus and consider

each case separately. Table 2 illustrates how some of the criteria were applied in particular cases. As it was already

mentioned the non-English words were deleted from all sets since they could have hampered the generalization. In all

cases the frequency of usage of a particular English word in Spanish was taken into account seeking better adaptation

of its pronunciation to the language.
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Absence of certain source language phonemes in the target language poses phonetic challenges for non-native

speakers. For example, the English wordthesewould be pronounced as["d i: s℄ because the Spanish phoneset lacks

the voiced dental fricative/D/. When determining the best way to nativize a word the level of assimilation of the

word to the target language plays a major role as well as the complexity of its orthography. Another question to be

asked is “Is the word consonant-vowel pattern similar to that in the target language?” For instance, in Spanish, it is

unnatural to have more than two consonants in a row at the beginning of the word. Additionally, Spanish does not

typically allow more than three consonants sounds in a row inany position in the word, while Czech allows no-vowel

words consisting of up to 4-5 consonants. It was also important to ensure that no unusual consonant agglomerations

in any of the word parts were encountered, even though sometimes it was inevitable due to the lack of vocalization

in English. The case of two consonantsst− at the beginning of the word particularly stands out becausein Spanish a

vowel is added before this consonant cluster to smooth the agglomeration. The English[s t℄ is pronounced[e s t℄ in

Spanish as mentioned already in Section 4.

The challenge of this task consisted of developing solid criteria for nativization, taking into account local spec-

ifications of certain words, pronunciation and word popularity factor, among others. Most certainly, it was found

inappropriate to apply the same criteria to well-known words and to words with much lower occurrence rates. In the

word jazz, the phoneme/�/ was nativized to/jj/, while in Egyptian, the same phoneme was transformed to/Ù/. In

the wordlogjam, it was transcribed as[D j℄ because the latter is a rare word and complete omission of theinitial sound

/d/ of the English phoneme/�/ would cause important drawbacks in comprehension of the word (see Table 2 for

more examples). The database nativization task was conducted using both source language orthographic form and pro-

nunciation. In English to Spanish nativization, vowels were found much harder to transcribe systematically because

their nativized pronunciation in Spanish is highly relatedto the word frequency-dependent English-to-Spanish ortho-

graphic analogy. Phonemes representing double sounds suchas/ei/, /oU/, /aI/, /OI/ and/aU/ were transformed

into corresponding double phonemes/e j/, /o w/, /a j/, /o j/, and/a u/. The stressed vowels were mapped to the

closest match in the Spanish phone table, e.g.,agency["æ � � n s i℄ to ["e Ùe n s i℄. Most of the unstressed vowels

and especiallyschwa/�/ in the majority of cases were transcribed with a vowel closest to the letter as inaimless

["ei m l � s℄ to ["e j m l e s℄. Additionally, we considered a specific extension of the Spanish phoneset. This decision

was based on the hypothesis that conserving vowel length andword stress would contribute to the intelligibility of

the nativized pronunciation. Thus, the/I/ in dip was mapped to a short vowel[i;℄, /i/ in deepto a long[i:℄, /A/ to a

long vowel[a:℄, /Ä/ to [e; r℄, /Ç/ to [e: r℄, and/�/ was mapped to the vowel corresponding to the letter but marked

as short. For the consonants, as previously mentioned in Section 4, some difficulties were found when transcribing

English/Z/ /�/ and/S/. The nasal/N/, the voiced/D/ and/z/ were conserved as they were present as allophones

[N℄,[D℄, and[z℄ in our Spanish text-to-speech (TTS) system. The unvoiced/S/, in most cases, was transcribed to/s/.

The letter sequencerr corresponding to the Spanish vibrating phoneme/r/ in all nativized words was mapped to a

Spanish alveolar tap/R/ with reduced vibration, as well as the Spanish phoneme/r/ corresponding to the letterr at

the beginning of the word or after a pause (Llorente and Díaz Salgado, 2004). An illustrative review of the criteria
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used for nativization together with some exceptions is shown in Table 2.

6. Nativization methods

In comparison with non-native speech, nativized speech is easier to manage in many aspects. Non-native speech

is different from the native speech in articulation points, pause distribution, and diphone behavior at word boundaries,

and moreover, it is characterized by frequent pronunciation errors. Nativized speech, on the other hand, is more

consistent in its definition, conserves the articulation point of the target language and does not contain important

pronunciation errors, because its only purpose is to mold the pronunciation of a foreign word to fit smoothly into

target language utterances where foreign accented pronunciation would be unacceptable. Nativization is based either

on a set of manually crafted or data-driven rules, all of which follow coherent criteria. Nativized speech does not

contain mispronounced phonemes.

Section 6.1 describes the first method, based on nativization tables, that consists in defining a set of rules in

order to transform source phoneme to target phoneme. Section 6.2 gives a summary of the pronunciation by analogy

algorithm and its application to the nativization problem.In this case, two nativization approaches were proposed:

using information about the orthographic form and the original English pronunciation. Finally, Section 6.3 justifies the

application of the transformation-based learning algorithm to improve the results obtained by the preceding methods

using both orthographic and phonetic representations.

6.1. Nativization tables (NatTAB)

In our previous work (Polyákova and Bonafonte, 2008a), we developed a system based on nativization tables

(NatTAB). Pronunciations were derived according to the scheme shown in Figure 1. When an out-of-dictionary word

was labeled as foreign (label F_LANG), its transcription was sought in the dictionary of the corresponding language

(F_LANG dictionary). If the word was not in that dictionary,it was fed to a language-specific G2P system. In both

cases, after the word pronunciation in a source language wasdetermined, the nativization procedure was applied.

Nativization was performed in a phoneme-to-phoneme mannerusing nativization tables for source-to-target phoneme

transformations. For English-to-Spanish nativization, all English phonemes were mapped to their closest Spanish

analogs. In the case of ambiguities, such as when the source pronunciation contained a/�/, the target language G2P

system was triggered and the phoneme suggested by this system was chosen. For the wordtalent /"t æ l � n t/,

the table suggests that/�/ should be nativized to a Spanish phoneme/a/, while the Spanish G2P system gives an

/e/ for that position. Therefore, the resulting nativized pronunciation had an/e/ in the 4th position. This imperfect

system, that considered no contexts and only a few exceptions that were left up to the Spanish G2P converter, showed

a significant improvement when compared to the transcriptions generated using Spanish G2P converter alone. This

method will be used as our baseline system.
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Word Original pronunciation Nativized pronunciation Comment

airways /"E r w e z/ ["e j R w e j z℄ In Spanish/e j r/ instead of[e r℄ is frequent.
basketball /"b æ s k � t b A l/ ["b e s k e; t b o: l℄ British pronunciation of-ball is widely used.
water /"w A t Ä/ ["w o: t e; r℄ /o/ in the 2nd position displays British tendency.
Egyptian /� "� I p s � n/ [e; "Ù i; p s j a; n℄ /�/ to /Ù/ between vowels;/s j/ used to imitate/S/.
comfortable /"k V m f t Ä b � l/ ["k a m f o; r t e; B o; l℄ A short vowel inserted between 2 consonants.
dogfight /"d A g f aI t/ ["d o: G f a j t℄ British tendency for a frequent word part.
Aleutian /� "l j u S � n/ [a "l j u s j a; n℄ /s j/ used to imitate/S/.
awkward /"A k w Ä d/ ["o: k w e; R D℄ British tendency observed for a frequent word.
bank’s /"b æ n k s/ ["b e n G s℄ Final/k s/ in Spanish tends to be converted to[G s℄.
thanksgiving /"T æ N k s g I v I N/ ["T e N s G i; B i; N℄ Deletion of/k/ to break-up 4 consonants.
American /� "m Ç r i k � n/ [a "m e: R i k a; n℄ [Ç℄ turns into[e:℄ in frequent word.
bowman /"b oU m � n/ ["b o w m e; n℄ -mantranscribed as[m e; n℄ not [m a; n℄ for more intelligibility.
length /"l E N T/ ["l e N k T℄ Insertion of/k/ after a nasal before fricative.
rainforest /"r ei n f O r � s t/ ["r e j m f o R e; s t℄ /n/ before/f/ is converted to/m/, according to Canellada and Madsen (1987).
straightjacket /"s t r ei t � æ k � t/ [e s "t R e j t j e k e; t℄ [s℄ followed by a consonant at the word beginning to/e s/.
webcam /"w E b k æ m/ ["w e B k a m℄ Very frequent usage ofcamwith an/a/.
jazz /"� æ z/ ["jj a z℄ Frequent word,/jj/ in 1st and/a/ in 2nd positions.
logjam /"l A g � æ m/ ["l o: G D j e m℄ /�/ to /D j/ after a consonant in a rare word and/A/ to [o:℄ for more natural-

ness.
headquarters /"h E d k w A r t Ä z/ ["x e D k w o: R t e; R s℄ -quart- follows British tendency.
work /"w Ç k/ ["w o: R k℄ Frequently used form.
Haitian /"h ei S � n/ ["x e j s j a; n℄ /s j/ used to imitate/S/.
Australian /� "s t r ei l i � n/ [a; w s "t R e l j a; n℄ /a w/ corresponds to the orthographic form.
Nigerian /n aI "� I r i � n/ [n a j "Ù i; R j a; n℄ /�/ to /Ù/ between a diphthong and a vowel.
Norwegian /n O r "w i � � n/ [n o R "B i: Ù a; n℄ /�/ between vowels to/Ù/.
Argentinean /A r � E n "t I n i � n/ [a: R j e; n "t i; n j a; n℄ /�/ to /j/ after a consonant.
backgrounds /"b æ k g r aU n d z/ ["b e k G R a w n z℄ Deletion of/d/ before/z/ for more naturalness.
blindfold ["b l aI n d f o l d℄ ["b l a j m f o w l D℄ Deletion of[D℄ before[f℄ for more naturalness;[n℄ before[f℄ to [m℄ (Canellada

and Madsen, 1987).
brainpower /"b r ei n p aU Ä/ ["b R e j m p a w e; r℄ /n/ before/p/ to /m/ (Canellada and Madsen, 1987).
boyfriend’s /"b OI f r E n d z/ ["b o j f R e; n z℄ Deletion of/d/ to avoid 3 consonants at the end of the word.
jeep /"� i p/ ["d j i p℄ [�℄ to /d j/ at the beginning of the word.
Persian /"p Ç Z � n/ ["p e: R s j a; n℄ /Z/ also transforms to/s j/, like /S/.
father /"f A D Ä/ ["f a: D e; r℄ /D/ is approximated by Spanish allophone[D℄

Table 2: Some examples of the nativization criteria application.
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6.2. Pronunciation by analogy (PbA)

For the first time, pronunciation-by-analogy (PbA) was proposed for reading studies by Glushko (1981), and later,

Dedina and Nusbaum (1991) introduced this method to TTS applications. The latest and most successful imple-

mentation of the algorithm was published by Marchand and Damper (2000), which we have reimplemented for our

experiments. This system as well as the initial one, called PRONOUNCE (Dedina and Nusbaum, 1991) consists of

four major components.

• Aligned lexicon (in one-to-one manner)

• Word matcher

• Pronunciation lattice (a graph that represents all possible pronunciations)

• Decision maker (chooses the best candidate among all present in the lattice)

Below we review the entire algorithm because it is necessaryfor understanding of the new strategies and introducing

new terminology.

6.2.1. Alignment

Pronunciation by analogy algorithm requires a one-to-one match between the orthographic and phonetic strings. In

other words, each letter has to be aligned with a corresponding phonetic representation. Finding the correct alignment

presents a challenge for languages such as English because the orthographic and phonetic representations of a word

frequently have different lengths. Due to their rather complex orthography, English words usually have more letters

than sounds. In that case, a null phone/ / needs to be inserted into the phoneme string, e.g.,thing /T i N /.

Otherwise, if the number of phonemes is greater than the number of letters, the phonemes corresponding to the same

letter were joined together in one, e.g.,fox /f A k s/. The alignment used here is based on the EM algorithm, and it

is similar to that described in Damper et al. (2004). However, the alignment is not always perfect and it can influence

negatively on the results.

6.2.2. Description of the algorithm

After the training dictionary has been aligned, the matcherstarts to search for common substrings between the in-

put word and the dictionary entries. Every input word is thencompared to all the words in the lexicon to find common

“arcs”. We called the substrings in the grapheme contextletter arcsand the corresponding substrings in the phoneme

contextphoneme arcs. All possible letter arcs with a minimum length of two letters and a maximum length equal to

the input word length are generated and then searched in the dictionary. For every letter arc from the input word, that

matched the same letter arc in a dictionary word, the corresponding pronunciation or the phoneme arc is extracted.

The frequency of appearance of each phoneme arc corresponding to the same letter arc is stored along with the starting

position for each arc and its length. As an example, assume that the word#top# is absent from our dictionary; the
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Figure 2: Pronunciation lattice for the wordtopusing the arcs extracted from the wordstoppingandcop.

list of all possible letter arcs for this word can be given as “#t, #to, #top, to, top, top#, op, op#, p#”.

Now, suppose that in the lexicon, we have the word “#topping#” with the pronunciation/# t A p I N #/. Here

the matcher finds the letter arcs#t, #to, #top, to, op andtop with their corresponding phoneme arcs/# t/,

/# t A/, /# t A p/, /t A/, /A p/ and/t A p/. Let us assume that the next word in the lexicon is#cop#. It gives

us three more matching letter arcs with the word top#top#, which areop, op#, andp# with their corresponding

phoneme arcs/A p/, /A p #/ and/p #/. Each time that the same phoneme arc is found for same letter arc, the

frequency of the phoneme arc is incremented. After the wordcop is processed the frequency count for the phoneme

arc/A p/ becomes equal to 2, see Figure 2. The matching phoneme arcs are introduced into the pronunciation lattice

that can be represented by nodes and connecting arcs. If an arc starts at a positioni and ends at a positionj and if there

is yet no arc starting or ending at positioni, the nodesLi andL j are added to the graph and an arc is drawn between

them. All nodes are labeled with the corresponding “juncture” phoneme and its position in the word. The arcs are

labeled with the remaining phonemes and their frequencies of appearance. An example of the lattice construction

for the wordtop using the arcs found in the wordtopping is illustrated in Figure 2. These arcs and their frequency

counts are updated when the search continues through all thewords of the dictionary. After the pronunciation lattice is

completed the decision maker chooses the best pronunciation. Each complete path through the lattice is called a “pro-

nunciation candidate”. In this work, we considered only theshortest paths through the lattice (Marchand and Damper,

2000). If there is a unique shortest path through the lattice, it is automatically chosen as the best pronunciation and

the algorithm stops. Usually there are several shortest paths through the lattice, and a decision function is necessary

to choose the best pronunciation candidate among them. Please note that no single letter matches were considered. To

solve the silence problem, when no complete path through thelattice was found, concatenation of phoneme arcs was

allowed disregarding the phoneme overlap that otherwise would be required.

Each candidate can be represented asC j = {F j ,D j ,P j}, whereF j = { f1, . . . , fn} are the phoneme arc frequen-

cies along thejth path, D j = {d1, . . . ,dn} are the arc lengths andP j = {p1, . . . , pk} are the phonemes comprising
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the pronunciation candidate, withk being the pronunciation length. Marchand and Damper (2000)proposed to use

five scoring strategies in order to choose the best pronunciation. Also, two methods of strategy combination were

introduced. For the NETtalk dictionary (Sejnowski and Rosenberg, 1993), the best accuracy obtained was equal to

65.5% for words and 92.4% for phonemes using all 5 strategies(Marchand and Damper, 2000), which is better than

using any one of the mentioned strategies alone. The sum and the product rules of strategy combination gave similar

results. In our previous work (Polyákova and Bonafonte, 2009), we proposed six additional strategies for choosing

the best candidate that in combination with the others outperformed the original strategies. The scoring strategies are

based on the following parameters: frequency of appearanceof a given phoneme arc in the dictionary; its length; and

the actual phonemes that constitute the candidate. Different strategies work with different aspects of analogy. High

arc frequency is considered a major advantage over low arc frequency. The frequency of suffixes and prefixes are

prioritized by different strategies. The final score for the candidate is directly proportional to the number of phonemes

it shares with the others. If two candidates share the same pronunciation, both of them are prioritized. These measures

are used separately or combined across the strategies. The strategies are explained in detail in Polyákova and Bona-

fonte (2009) and briefly in Table 3. The pronunciation by analogy algorithm, previously applied to G2P conversion

(Marchand and Damper, 2000; Polyákova and Bonafonte, 2009), in this paper is applied to the task of nativization of

English words in Spanish.

Nativization by analogy was attempted from two different viewpoints. The first approach, grapheme-to-phoneme

nativization (G2Pnat), is very similar to G2P conversion, with the only difference being that the phonemes are the

nativized ones. It makes sense to perform grapheme-to-phoneme nativization. In fact, most of the Spanish listeners

are only familiar with the orthographic form of English words. However, if there is a phonetic transcription available

in the source language, finding automatic correspondences between source and target (nativized) phonemes is a more

consistent task than in the case of letters, being that G2P conversion is already a difficult task for English. Therefore,

the second approach adapted is the phoneme-to-phoneme nativization (P2Pnat). The pronunciation by analogy method

can be also applied to the phoneme-to-phoneme nativizationwith the differences being that the input data consisted

of the English phonemes and there was a need for slight modifications in the dictionary processing part.

6.3. Transformation-based error-driven learning (TBL)

Previous results obtained for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion using TBL to correct the errors (Polyákova and

Bonafonte, 2006, 2008b), encouraged us to consider this approach for our current work as well.

In order to further exploit the possibilities for improvement of the nativized pronunciation using TBL, the algo-

rithm was applied to the results obtained by PbA and NatTAB. With the purpose of determining the generalization

potential of the TBL algorithm itself, it was also applied tocorrect the results of a most-likely target phoneme predic-

tion (ML). For this purpose, based on a lexicon aligned in a one-to-one manner each source phoneme was assigned

the most-frequent target phoneme in the mapping.

The TBL algorithm, originally invented by Brill (1995), consists in learning transformation rules from the training
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strategy mask strategy meaning

10000000000 maximum arc frequency product
01000000000 minimum standard deviation of arc length
00100000000 highest same pronunciation frequency
00010000000 minimum number of different symbols
00001000000 weakest arc frequency
00000100000 weighted arc product frequency
00000010000 strongest first arc
00000001000 strongest last arc
00000000100 same symbols multiplied by arc frequency
00000000010 lowest count of different phonemes
00000000001 max. freq. product with most frequent same pron.

Table 3: Eleven scoring strategies for pronunciation by analogy.

corpus that is labeled with some initial classes. The TBL algorithm uses templates to generates rules to generalize the

transcription errors obtained by the initial prediction method. The templates consist of several features, that for this

particular task can be the predicted phoneme, letter context, etc. Some examples of rule templates are given below

let_-1 let_0 let_1 → ph

let_1 let_0 let_1 ph_0 → ph

let_-1 let_0 let_1 ph_-1 ph_0 ph_1 → ph

wherelet_0 represents the letter corresponding to the current phoneme, while let_-1 andlet_1 define the sur-

rounding orthographic context. In this case,ph_-1 andph_1 represent the surrounding predicted phoneme context

andph_0 represents the predicted phoneme itself.ph is the correct phoneme to whichph_0 should be transformed.

The erroneous tags in the training corpus serve as the basis for deriving error-correcting transformation rules.

During the learning process the TBL algorithm learns rules iteratively with the goal of correcting as many errors

as possible in the training corpus. Rules are generated and applied to the current state of the training corpus at

each iteration. The number of errors corrected is also called the number of good applications. The number of bad

applications is defined by the number of times that application of a rule has introduced a new error. The score of

each rule equals to the difference between the number of good and bad applications. The rule capable of correcting

the largest number of errors (the one with the highest score)at each iteration is applied to the entire training corpus

and appended to the final rule list. The scores of the other rules affected by the application of the best rule at current

iteration are also updated. The rule learning process continues until no rule that improves the accuracy of the training

prediction could be found or a rule with a score lower than thepreset threshold is generated.

Using the TBL algorithm to correct the prediction previously obtained by another classifier allows capturing the

imperfections of previous approaches into a set of context-dependent transformation rules, where the context serves

as a conditioning feature. During the test phase, each rule from the list is applied whenever a match between the input

set of features and those defined in the rule is found. The rules are applied to correct the errors in the initial prediction
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Figure 3: Scheme of combination of TBL with other nativization methods.

previously obtained for the test corpus in the same order that they were generated.

Figure 3 shows the scheme of combination of the data-driven nativization methods with TBL. The transformation

rules are derived from the errors in the initial prediction needing improvements obtained by a previous classifier for

the training data. The TBL algorithm not only allows correction of errors in the previous predictions but also an

easy combination of different conditioning features for error correction. In our work, we used both orthographic and

phonetic forms in the source language to improve accuracy ofnativized pronunciations in the target language. The

performance of the TBL algorithm highly depends on the size of the training corpus and the number of prediction

errors obtained by the initial classifier. A higher error ratio in the training phase and a larger training corpus lead to

better correction results. This was analyzed for the case ofMandarin polyphones prediction in Zheng et al. (2005).

7. Experimental results

In this section, we present the experimental results obtained for the nativization task using different methods. First,

in 7.1, we discuss the baseline results obtained with nativization tables (NatTAB). Next, in 7.2 and 7.3 we evaluate the

proposed analogy-based approaches. Later, in 7.4, we describe an attempt to improve the best results obtained so far by

applying the transformation-based error-driven learning(TBL) algorithm. Furthermore, we evaluate the combination

of TBL with simpler methods, such as nativization tables (NatTAB) or most-likely phoneme assignation (ML). The

latter combination allows to validate the performance of the TBL algorithm itself, given that the initial prediction in

this case is very simple. Finally in 7.5, we compare the errors obtained by different nativization methods qualitatively.

7.1. Baseline results (NatTAB)

As we explained in Section 6.1, the NatTAB method carries outthe nativization in a phoneme-to-phoneme manner,

using hand-crafted nativization tables for the source-to-target phoneme transformations. The method based on the

nativization tables was able to predict only 73.9% of phonemes and 23.8% of words correctly from CommonSet.
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However, these results are much better than those obtained on the same test data without using nativization, applying

the Spanish G2P to derive the pronunciation of English words. Spanish G2P nativized only 61.2% of phonemes and

8.6% of words from CommonSet correctly. The only nativizations that this system predicted correctly were those

pronounced very close to their orthography, e.g.,bed→ [b e D℄ or car→ [k a r℄. The objective results obtained

applying the table-based phoneme-to-phoneme mapping (NatTAB) for English to Spanish nativization were quite

low in comparison with those reported for the G2P conversionin many languages. Nevertheless, the results of the

perceptual evaluation described in Polyákova and Bonafonte (2008a) showed that even such a simple nativization

method had better acceptance among listeners than synthesized speech that implied no nativization at all and treated

all words as if they were Spanish.

7.2. Grapheme-to-phoneme nativization (G2Pnat)

The first prediction method to be tested was the prediction ofnativized pronunciation focusing on analogy in the

orthographic word forms. Out of 11 strategies available forthe PbA algorithm for choosing the best pronunciation

candidate, it was necessary to determine the best strategy combination for our data. As we do not have any develop-

ment data, ann-fold cross-validation was carried out on TrainingSet, leaving out each word at a time and using the

remaining words for pronunciation lattice construction asdescribed in 6.2. All possible strategy combinations were

considered and compared. For G2Pnat, the resulting best strategy combination for TrainingSet was 10001001011 (1

meaning that the strategy corresponding to that position was included and 0 that it was omitted). The bestn-fold

results obtained for TrainingSet were 85.7% in phoneme and 45.6% in word accuracy. As already mentioned in 5,

both training and test data contained lexical stress and vowel length information. However, the vowel length was not

predicted at this time but will be addressed in the future. Firstly, it was important to evaluate the nativization accuracy

without introducing any additional complexity to the task.For this reason, for the first experiment, the stress markers

were removed. The results obtained with CommonSet using thebest strategy combination were 84.2% phonemes and

43.8% words correct (Table 4). If we compare these results tothe baseline results obtained with NatTAB, we can see

that the word accuracy rate has almost doubled. See Figure 4 for an overview of the results.

The follow-up experiment, also carried out with CommonSet was aimed at prediction of the stress and nativized

phonemes together. Stress inclusion increased the number of errors considerably, resulting in accuracy rates of 74.7%

for phonemes and 20.0% for words. This further demonstratedthat in English, stress prediction uniquely from the

orthographic form is a difficult task (Black et al., 1998).

Since stress prediction results were slightly discouraging, experiments on the ProperSet were performed discarding

this additional feature. The word accuracy obtained for G2Pnat on ProperSet was about 12 percentage points lower

than that for CommonSet (see Table 4). Such a loss in accuracycan be explained by the fact that even if the proper

names test set contained the most frequent and simple propernames of strictly English origin, their orthography is

deeper than that of the common words.
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method test set phon. acc. [%] word acc. [%]

G2Pnat common 84.3 43.8
proper 74.8 31.5

P2Pnat common 91.6 63.8
proper 87.2 55.6

Table 4: Results obtained for G2P and P2P nativization by analogy with CommonSet and ProperSet.

7.3. Phoneme-to-phoneme nativization (P2Pnat)

For P2Pnat experiments the PbA algorithm was also applied. The training lexicon used was the phoneme-to-

phoneme version of TrainingSet, with source phonemes on theleft-hand side and nativized phonemes on the right-

hand side. Similarly as for G2Pnat, the best strategy combination (11011000010) was determined performingn-fold

cross-validation of all possible strategy combinations. The bestn-fold results obtained for TrainingSet were 91.8% of

phonemes correct and 61.3% of words correct. The accuraciesobtained for CommonSet were 91.6% for phonemes

and 63.8% for words respectively (Table 4). These results showed that P2Pnat outperforms G2Pnat by 20 percentage

points in word accuracy terms. For ProperSet, the phoneme-to-phoneme results were also promising: 87.2% in

phoneme and 55.6% in word accuracy beat by 23 percentage points the grapheme-to-phoneme nativization results

for the same dataset (Table 4). Furthermore, this method is advantageous because it allows copying of the original

accent to the nativized form with 99% accuracy for CommonSet. As both CommonSet and ProperSet datasets are

rather small, the confidence interval of these results is relatively large. However, even such small sets allow obtaining

statistically significant results at thep = .05 level on the basis of a binomial significance test.

7.4. Applying transformation-based learning to nativization

In view of the improvements previously obtained using TBL for the G2P task (Polyákova and Bonafonte, 2008b),

our next approach was to apply the transformation-based learning to improve the results of other nativization methods

as mentioned in Section 6.3. The experimental results were evaluated on CommonSet. As can be seen from Fig-

ure 3, to learn error-correcting rules the TBL algorithm requires an initial prediction both for the training and test sets.

In this work, TBL was applied to correct the initial nativization prediction in three cases: for nativized pronuncia-

tions obtained by phoneme-to-phoneme nativization (P2Pnat), nativization tables (NatTAB) and most-likely phoneme

assignation (ML).

Before applying the TBL algorithm, it was necessary to obtain the initial predictions for training and test data for

all methods. For the P2Pnat method the initial prediction for TrainingSet was generated usingn-fold cross-validation,

leaving out each word at a time and using the rest of the lexicon to derive the nativization of the word by analogy

with the remaining words. The initial prediction for the test data, CommonSet in our case, was obtained using the

entire TrainingSet. To obtain the initial TrainingSet and CommonSet predictions with NatTAB, English phonemes

were mapped to the closest corresponding Spanish phonemes given in the nativization table for this pair of languages.
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And finally, for the last experiment, the most-likely nativized phoneme was assigned to TrainingSet and CommonSet

as explained in Section 6.3.

The correction rules for all methods depended on such features as source letter, source phoneme, and predicted

phoneme, therefore, allowing combination of orthographicand phonetic knowledge from the source language. Dif-

ferent context types and lengths were considered (see Section 7.4). Table 5 shows phoneme and word nativization

accuracies obtained for different initial predictions and contexts. The source letter context varied from 3 to 5, while

the source phoneme context was considered in all cases but the first case, and its length varied from 1 to 3 phonemes.

The predicted phoneme context was set to 3 for all experiments. The results are given for different methods (P2Pnat,

NatTAB, most-likely phoneme (ML)) combined with TBL and fortwo different stopping thresholds:t1 = 1 andt2 = 5.

The algorithm terminated when no rule with a score lower thanthe specified termination threshold was generated.

methods P2Pnat+TBL acc. [%] NatTAB+TBL acc. [%] ML+TBL acc. [%]
context type phoneme word phoneme word phoneme word

Stopping threshold= 1
orig_let= ± 3 orig_ph= 0 90.4 60.0 88.4 59.1 83.8 43.8
orig_let= ± 3 orig_ph= ± 1 91.1 62.9 88.4 59.1 83.5 40.0
orig_let= ± 3 orig_ph= ± 3 91.3 62.9 90.5 64.8 88.8 49.5
orig_let= ± 4 orig_ph= ± 3 91.5 64.8 90.2 63.8 88.5 47.6
orig_let= ± 5 orig_ph= ± 3 91.5 64.8 90.2 63.8 88.5 47.6

Stopping threshold= 5
orig_let= ± 3 orig_ph= 0 92.0 63.8 87.7 59.1 78.6 32.4
orig_let= ± 3 orig_ph= ± 1 92.0 63.8 87.7 59.1 78.9 34.4
orig_let= ± 3 orig_ph= ± 3 92.7 66.7 90.0 64.8 87.0 43.8
orig_let= ± 4 orig_ph= ± 3 92.5 66.7 90.0 64.8 87.0 43.8
orig_let= ± 5 orig_ph= ± 3 92.5 66.7 90.0 64.8 87.0 43.8

Table 5: Phoneme and word accuracy obtained by TBL in combination with different nativization methods as a
function of letter and phoneme context used by the rules.

The best results of 66.7% words correct, were obtained for the larger source phoneme context and P2Pnat pre-

diction. This was more than 2 percentage points higher than the result obtained using P2Pnat alone. The second

best results, 64.8% of correct words, were obtained by applying the TBL method to the NatTAB prediction, and in

this case, the initial word accuracy was improved by 20 percentage points. The results obtained by NatTAB+TBL

are quite good since they are slightly better than the performance of P2Pnat alone. TBL by itself proved capable of

generalizing the nativization criteria when applied to correct the most-likely phone prediction, with a gain of about

24 percentage points in word accuracy in comparison to that obtained with NatTAB without TBL. However, the best

TBL results are obtained when the best initial prediction isused, in this case P2Pnat. The results obtained by the

combination of NatTAB+TBL and P2Pnat are quite similar and can be considered equal alternatives.

Even though no precise conclusions can be drawn, we can observe that larger letter and phoneme contexts appear

to make a greater contribution to error correction. For training data containing less errors, as in the case of P2Pnat a
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higher stopping threshold seems to be more suitable.

The nativization results obtained on CommonSet using different methods are summarized in Figure 4. The dif-

ferences are statistically significant in all cases except P2Pnat+TBL: we cannot ensure that TBL combined with

P2Pnat gives better performance than P2Pnat alone. Such a small test corpus does not allow us to obtain statistically

significant differences between best performing methods. Furthermore, forP2Pnat the number of errors available

for rule learning is inferior to that obtained by other methods. Usually, good error correction rates are achieved for

large lexicons of about 50K words and high error rates in the training prediction. If the initial prediction accuracy is

rather high and the training corpus is rather small, the application of TBL may not give significant improvements. All

improvements obtained by the TBL algorithm are consistent.

G2Pnat P2PnatNatTAB P2Pnat+TBLSpanish G2P
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Figure 4: Word and phoneme accuracy obtained with: no nativization; hand-crafted nativization tables; grapheme-to-
phoneme by analogy; phoneme-to-phoneme by analogy alone and combined with transformation-based-learning.

7.5. Error analysis

In terms of specific tasks such as nativization, an objectiveevaluation is insufficient to determine the validity of

the results. Test results obtained with PbA using G2Pnat andP2Pnat were compared and exhaustively evaluated by

the authors. Three types of errors were suggested. The termsevere errorsreferred to the cases when the word was

either unrecognizable and/or could be confused with another one.Medium errorsreferred to vowel confusion cases

e.g. (a/e) (e/i), or (o/a). Vowel insertions and deletions together with similar consonant confusions (k/g, t/d, etc.)

that did not drastically affect the intelligibility of the words were considered to belight errors. The results obtained

using G2Pnat on CommonSet contained 22 severe errors affecting the intelligibility, while for the same test corpus

using P2Pnat, only 10 severe errors were found. An example ofa severe error is the pronunciation of the wordagency

nativized to[a G e n s a j℄ or generalto [D j n e R a l℄. We considered the following nativization error for the word

agency: [e j Ùu n s i℄ to be a medium error. An example of a light error would be the word beautifulnativized to
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[b j u D i f u l℄. Our experiments were performed using isolated words, making no pronunciation adjustments at

word boundaries at this point.

It was also interesting to compare the errors obtained by more sophisticated nativization methods such as pronun-

ciation by analogy with those obtained by the Spanish G2P converter. The most common severe errors obtained by the

Spanish G2P converter on CommonSet that rendered words completely unintelligible were the following: in words

that contained a combination ofg with eithereor i, e.g.,girl andgive, the first phoneme/g/ turned into/x/, and the

final silente in givewas transcribed as/e/. In words that start with anh, the sound/x/ at the beginning was lost and

homebecame[o m e℄. Words such ascool andneedwere transcribed as[k o o l℄ and[n e e D℄, respectively.

8. Subjective evaluation

The last step to validate nativized pronunciations was to carry out a perceptual test with synthesized signals. The

perceptual quality of synthesized speech can be only definedby a listener and therefore is a difficult issue.

Thirty-eight volunteers were asked to evaluate 20 utterances synthesized using 3 different nativization methods.

The utterances were produced using a concatenative unit-selection synthesizer (Bonafonte et al., 2008). The system

concatenates diphones selected from a 10 hour speech database recorded by a professional speaker in a recording

studio (Bonafonte et al., 2006). Each of the 20 utterances contained 1 to 6 foreign words, excluding the articles and

two-letter prepositions, grouped into maximum of 3 foreignword chunks. A few examples of the sentences offered to

the listeners can be found below.

1. Los índices deWall Streetabren la sesión con ganancias. (The Wall Street index opens the session with gains).

2. Microsoft anunció hoy que sus beneficios cayeron un diez por ciento. (Microsoft announced today that its

benefits dropped by ten percent).

3. New York Stock Exchangees el mayor mercado de valores del mundo. (New York Stock Exchange is the largest

stock market in the world).

4. Su discoBorn to runvendió quince millones de copias en Estados Unidos. (His album “Born to run” sold 15

millions of copies in the United States).

It is worth mentioning that the sentences varied in their difficulty and uncommon words at the beginning of the

sentence could have been found less comprehensible due to the lack of preceding context. Anticipating this possible

reaction we inserted a phrase opener that included the word “Frase” (sentence) followed up by its number in the list.

The listeners were given 20 sets of 3 randomly ordered utterances. In the group of 3, the possible choices repre-

sented 3 different nativization methods applied to the foreign words. These methods were: no nativization (Spanish

G2P); our baseline system NatTAB (Section 7.1); and nativization by analogy P2Pnat (Section 7.3). For each group

of 3 utterances the listeners were asked to choose the best and the worst of the 3. However, for cases when a listener

could not clearly decide which utterance he/she liked or disliked the most, a “none” option was added.
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Listeners who volunteered for the experiment had different backgrounds in speech synthesis as well as in English

and Spanish. Thirty out of 38 listeners were native speakersof Spanish, 2 were fluent and 6 claimed to have good

knowledge of the language. Only 19 out of 38 were fluent in English, while the remaining half indicated to possess

good knowledge of the language. Among the participants, 9 were experts in speech synthesis, 4 were experts in other

speech technologies, 8 were occasional users of synthesis and the rest claimed no experience with synthesized speech

whatsoever.

Overall evaluation results are shown in Figure 5. The graph shows the average number of times each method was

chosen as best or worst independently of the phrase difficulty. From Figure 5 it is easy to see that the Spanish G2P
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Figure 5: Perceptual evaluation of the TTS system using three different nativization methods.

method was voted worst in almost 45% of the cases, while the analogy-based method was voted best with a percentage

close to 50%. Finally, the nativization by analogy had the lowest incidence of worst votes in comparison with other

methods. The nativization tables (NatTAB) method receiveda similar number of best and worst votes. The percentage

of indecision in both cases oscillated around 10%. The results allow to draw the same conclusions than the objective

test: the analogy-based method (P2Pnat) is much better thanthe table-based method (NatTAB), which in its turn is

better than the original Spanish G2P. The results are statistically significant at the levelp = .05 on the basis of a

binomial test.

The separate analysis of the results based on the listeners’background showed that their previous experience with

speech synthesis for this particular task had more influenceon the results that their knowledge of Spanish or English.

Experts in speech synthesis, thus, showed a stronger preference for the analogy-based method and a stronger rejection

of the Spanish G2P-based method. Although the goal of this work was to evaluate nativization from the viewpoint

of native Spanish speakers, due to the great enthusiasm towards the test shown by the non-native group members, we

decided to include and analyze their contribution. The pattern of the non-native Spanish speakers’ reactions to the test
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presented a higher variability as it was more difficult for them to recognize subtle differences between pronunciations

generated by different nativization methods. However, they strongly preferred the analogy-based method, choosing it

in 53% of the cases. This may be related to the fact that the analogy-based nativization sounded more correct from

the point of view of English phonetics. For the rest of the subgroups the general tendency was similar to that shown

for the overall results in Figure 5.

Curiously, nativization by analogy was voted as the worst method for inclusions such ashangoverandborn to run

and the highly assimilated wordMicrosoft. In the first case, the main difference lies in the nativized pronunciation of

the English phoneme/r/. The nativization by analogy method disregarded the position-dependent pronunciation of

the graphemer, and all English/r/ were converted to Spanish intervocalic/R/ in the training corpus and, therefore,

in the resulting synthesis. Consequently, the unit selection synthesizer could not find any/R/ at the beginning of

the word or before a consonant using instead the demi-phonemes that sounded very close to the Spanish dental

approximant[D℄. In the case of the wordMicrosoft, the most common pronunciations in Spain are[m i k R o "s o f t℄

or even[m i k R o "s o f℄. Even["m a j k R o s o f t℄, the alternative offered by the table-based method was found

less pleasant and the pronunciation predicted by the analogy-based method["m a j k R o s a f t℄ was considered too

foreign sounding. The assimilation-influenced accent displacement was not accounted for in this work.

At this point, we can conclude that the best received method was the phoneme analogy-based nativization and the

worst was the Spanish G2P converter (no nativization). However, the frequency of word usage introduced variability

and nuances.

9. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we propose to use pronunciation by analogy andtransformation-based learning for nativization of

English words in Spanish. The nativization results obtained using analogy only in the orthographic domain were rather

poor (43.8% words correct for the CommonSet) due to deep orthography of the English language. Still we believe

that the G2Pnat results are better than G2P results could have been for the same minimalistic corpus of only 1000

words for languages of deep orthography. It is worth mentioning that even in the case of G2Pnat, the results show

very significant improvements in comparison to those obtained by direct phoneme-to-phoneme table-based mapping

(NatTAB). The method based on analogy in the phonemic domain, P2Pnat, gave an improvement of 20 percentage

points with respect to the orthographic analogy, thus showing the tight connection between the pronunciation in the

source language and the nativized one. TBL algorithm applied in combination with other methods produced good

results. NatTAB+TBL performed slightly better than P2Pnat. The best resultswere achieved using P2Pnat enhanced

by the TBL algorithm (66.7%) that allowed to incorporate additional information about the orthography in the source

language. In the perceptual test, P2Pnat also showed a significant improvement over the nativization tables.

Nativized pronunciations are more tolerant to vowel and consonant substitutions, previously referred to as light

errors. There is no gold standard for nativization, and someexceptions that occur in highly assimilated pronunciations
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increase the difficulty of the problem. However, these exceptions are createdby humans and obey the analogy both

in orthographic and phonetic forms. Simple mapping rules were proven to be insufficient for the task. In the future,

it would be interesting to tackle the reverse problem (Soonklang et al., 2008) because Spanish inclusions in English

utterances would result in quite unintelligible pronunciations simply by applying an English G2P, being that Spanish

is a vocalic language with transparent letter-to-sound rules.
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Abstract

    In the modern world, speech technologies must be flexible and adaptable to any framework. 
Mass media globalization introduces multilingualism as a challenge for the most popular speech
applications such as text-to-speech synthesis and automatic speech recognition. Mixed-language 
texts vary in their nature and when processed, some essential characteristics must be considered.
     In Spain and other Spanish-speaking countries, the use of Anglicisms and other words of foreign 
origin is constantly growing. A particularity of peninsular Spanish is that there is a tendency to 
nativize the pronunciation of non-Spanish words so that they fit properly into Spanish phonetic 
patterns.  In  our  previous  work,  we  proposed  to  use  hand-crafted  nativization  tables  that  were 
capable  of nativizing correctly 24% of words from the test data.  
    In this  work,  our goal was to approach the nativization challenge by data-driven methods, 
because they are transferable to other languages and do not drop in performance in comparison with
explicit rules manually written by experts. Training and test corpora for nativization consisted of 
1000 and 100 words respectively and were crafted manually. Different specifications of nativization 
by analogy and learning from errors focused on finding the best nativized pronunciation of foreign 
words. The best obtained objective nativization results  showed an improvement from 24% to 64% 
in word accuracy in comparison to our previous work. Furthermore, a subjective evaluation of the 
synthesized speech allowed for the conclusion that nativization by analogy is clearly the preferred 
method among listeners of different backgrounds when comparing to previously proposed methods. 
These results were quite encouraging and proved that even a small training corpus is sufficient for 
achieving significant  improvements  in  naturalness  for  English inclusions  of variable   length in 
Spanish utterances. 



  

Highlights

>We propose  a novel approach for foreign word nativization in TTS. > Nativization is inferred by 
analogy in the phonemic and orthographic domains.>Objective results showed significant 
improvements in comparison to our previous work.> Perceptual evaluation showed that the 
proposed method is preferred by the listeners.




